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Dated 25
th
 August, 2015. 

 

Points for discussions with Commissioner-cum-Secretary, FS & CW Dept. 

during weekly review meeting at Bhubaneswar.  

 

1. Restoration of fixed monthly C/C limit of districts as per earlier years to 

avoid delay in payment of dues of Custom Millers. 

 

2. Settlement of bills of custom millers for OSCSC CMR delivered to FCI on 

the basis of rice delivery documents. Adhoc payment of Rs.5,000/- per lot 

has been kept withheld in many districts by Oscsc for years together. This 

point was already raised earlier on many occasions in the review meeting and 

an immediate clarification by Oscsc HO may be issued. 

 

3. Delay in delivery of CMR is attributed to godown space problem. Millers 

may not be subjected to further stringent security norm in the coming 

season for things beyond the control of Millers. 

 

4. Waiver of additional delivery of 10% Oscsc CMR to FCI since the millers 

are not able to withstand the financial loss involved therein. Millers may 

agree to deliver any quantity of CMR to FCI provided the actual incidentals 

are reimbursed to them. 

 

5. Release of current security deposits to millers immediately upon completion 

of 100% delivery without waiting for final settlement of their bills. 

 

6. Arranging a training session on “Quality analysis of Rice” for a select batch 

of millers jointly by Quality Control officials from GOI, FCI and State Govt 

for awareness about the correct method of quality analysis. This may be 

video graphed to make it as a bench mark for referral by all. At present, it 

differs from depot to depot and from P.O. to P.O. and millers are always at 

the receiving end. 

 

7. Implementation of “Cap Storage System” for paddy in the coming season 
as was decided earlier by the Government. This will ensure scientific storage 

and procurement of FAQ paddy apart from resolving many issues between 

the millers and Oscsc Ltd. 

 

8. Any other matter. 

(Santosh Kr. Sonthalia), 

Secretary. 


